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Today iWoWSoft has served more than
290 companies accross different
industries. From pharmaceutical, retail,
parking, aerospace, and etc to etc.
Trusted by local payroll outsource
firms, iWoWSoft started to make a
name for itself as the most accurate
and trustworthy payroll solution in the
industry.

Founded in the year 2011,
iWoWSoft was the brainchild of 4
passionate co-founders. As a technology
company, iWoWSoft is very focused
in offering clients the best of class
enterprise HRMS (Human Resource
Management) solution. It was true
when it was first established, and it
remains true till date.



iWoWSoft's workplace is a true melting pot for a technology company. Team
members from different academic backgrounds, races, experiences and
countries has made iWoWsoft one of the best places to bounce off
and cultivate the ideas. The diversity in team upholds and breeds the
innovation for the company.

Unlike the ordinary sales personnel,
they don't sweet talk and pitch like
others. Clients always mistake them as
the HR consultants during the meet
up. Meet them in person and we
promise you will have no regret.

Sales & Marketing Team

This is the mysterious team of the
company. They do not face clients,
they do not like talking to humans. They
love computers more than anything
else. They turn every innovative idea
into reality and make technology
possible for clients. They are truly
the unsung heroes of the company.

Technical Team

This is the team who obsess about
procedures and deadlines. They will
chase for the deadline with clients until
the project signs-off. Not to mention
daily tickets monitoring and produce
monthly project summary reports.
Clients just love our support!

Support and
Implementation Team



Delivering Our Promises

Make Things Happen
We can't stress enough how important it is to
make wonderful things happen. The joys of seeing
the progress and achieving the goals help every
one of us work hard together day and night
to make the difference in solutions.

Make Things Simple

Accept the DifferencesDesire for Perfection
We know there is no perfect
solution in the world. Making iWoWHRMS
perfect is a big dream of everyone at
iWoWSoft. We are still working
painstakingly to shoot for the stars
and challenge the impossible. iWoW's
spirit rocks!

We have never shied away from showing
our stand. We were born differently.
Open to challenges, criticism and
accepting the difference are part of our
cultures. It nurtures great ideas and
team spirit in iWoW!

"If there is one and only thing that we must deliver, it has to be our promises to
clients". This motto is above all. It's the heritage rooted and implanted in every mind
of iWoWSoft team members.

Nothing is simple in life. We try every possible way to
simplify, streamline our system, process, procedures
and almost everything. In short, simple tasks equal
to simple life.



iWoWSoft is a true believer in making technology accessible to the clients.
There are many HRMS systems available in the market. None of them has
beaten iWoWSoft as a solution.

iWoWHRMS is designed with clients in mind. With more than

years of experience in the line, we spend relentless efforts to ensure
the solution is fully automated in all possible ways. HR truly feels a peace of
mind with iWoWSoft HRMS solutions.

We offer a wide array of products for clients:

e-HRIS

e-Payroll

e-Leave

e-Attendance

e-Overtime

e-Expense Claim

Employee / Manager
Self Service

HRMS Mobile Apps

Mobile Attendance Clocking

i-Clock / Web Clock

e-Costing



Paying One-Time
Software License Fee

(On Premise)

Outright Purchase
Model

Paying Monthly
Subscription Fee

(Software as a Service)

Paying Quarterly
Subscription Fee

(Infrastructure as a Service)

IaaS for Outright
Purchase Model

Cloud Computing
Model / SaaS





Without our clients, we will not be where we are today. We believe
a good solution should speak for itself. Let's see what some of our clients have
to say about us.



With the advancement of
technologies like AI (Artificial
Intelligence), no one is certain
about how the HR landscape
will be transformed in the coming
future. One thing is for sure,
the decisions we make today will
make a difference in the future.
iWoWSoft wants to play its part as
the best HRMS solution that clients
can rely on and help HR stay
relevant in this fast-moving world.

With iWoWHRMS in place, clients
will be able to focus their time on
more value-added tasks such as
human capital development and
our solution shall handle the
rest. The daily chores should
be automated with minimum
supervision. Since the cost of
mistakes are huge, error detection
and checking will be incorporated
in our solutions to minimize the
human risks. HR shall have a peace
of mind with iWoWSoft.
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